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Abstract. In this note we consider spiking neural P systems with neu-
ron division, budding and dissolution and spiking neural P systems with
structural plasticity, and analyse various ways of mapping them into
kernel P systems. Examples of different complexities illustrate the ap-
proach, making suggestions for an efficient mapping. Initial steps in ap-
plying formal methods in verifying these systems by using SPIN, from
kPWorkbench, and Pro-B with Event-B, are also presented.
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1 Introduction

Membrane computing is a bio-inspired computing paradigm using models called
membrane systems or P systems. These models are inspired by the structure and
functionality of the living cell. The first model of this type has been introduced
by Gh. Păun [14].

The original definition of a membrane (or P) system [14] consists of a mem-
brane structure composed of several compartments, also called membranes, hi-
erarchically embedded in the main membrane, called the skin membrane. Each
compartment contains objects representing abstractions of the bio-chemical en-
tities, from simple molecules to more complex DNA strands that appear in the
living cell. Inside of each compartment there are also evolution and communica-
tion rules. The hierarchical structure, in the form of a tree, of such membrane
systems, has then been replaced by an undirected graph, in the so called tissue
P systems.

A first research monograph [15], a comprehensive handbook [16] and a sur-
vey paper [19] represent relevant contributions illustrating some of the most
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significant achievements in membrane computing. Membrane computing is now
a well-established nature inspired or unconventional computing research area.
Some of the most recent research textbooks show the great interest in develop-
ing applications [4, 21].

Membrane computing area contains a plethora of models, called very often
variants of membrane (or P) systems. One of such variants, called Spiking Neu-
ral P system (SN P system, for short), introduced in [7], is amongst the most
popular, with a lot of variations.

So far, have been published a bibliography [13], survey papers on generic SN
P systems and their applications [18, 10], a survey on learning aspects of SN P
systems [3], as well as open problems and research topics in SN P systems [17].

Another type of P system, called kernel P system (kP system, for short),
introduced in [6], aims to provide a modelling approach that combines in a
coherent way features of existing P systems with new ones. Kernel P systems
have been used for describing computer science problems, such as communication
and synchronisation [5], or for modelling synthetic biology systems [8]. These
models are specified in a domain specific language, called kP-Lingua, allowing
models to be simulated with a software framework, called kPWorkbench [1].
The capabilities of the tool are presented in [9].

In this note we investigate the mapping of various SN P systems with dynamic
structure (i.e., with plasticity [2, 11], neuron division and budding [12], neuron
division and dissolution [22]) into kP systems and provide some initial steps in
analysing these systems with formal methods, such as model checkers.

2 Main Contributions

This work aims to: (i) elaborate a sound methodology for mapping SN P systems
with dynamic structure into equivalent kP systems and (ii) on the account of
the kP system formalism, demonstrate some properties of the kP system (and
SN P system) model, using model checkers, such as Pro-B and SPIN.

We present here a first SN P system with dynamic structure that was explored
in [2], as an SN P system with plasticity – see Figure 1.

This SN P system consists of five neurons. Neurons σ1 and σ3 contain initially
two spikes and one spike, respectively and the rest have no spikes. The rules of
σ1 are depicted in Figure 1 and the other neurons, i.e., σ2, σ3, σA1

, σA2
, contain

only one rule: a → a, which was omitted in writing.
The application of the rules in σ1 is deterministic. The nondeterminism in

the example occurs in the process of selecting which synapses to create or delete.
As such, two synapses (1,2) or (1,3) can be created in neuron σ1. If the synapse
(1,3) is created, then σ1 sends one spike to σ3; in the next step, the synapse (1,3)
is deleted and σ3 sends out to the environment the spike received from σ1. If,
however, the synapse (1,2) is created, then the behaviour of the system is similar,
but in this case, neuron σ2 sends one spike to each of the auxiliary neurons σA1

and σA2
. As long as σ1 creates synapse (1,2), the system keeps receiving two

spikes in a loop.
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This example has been mapped into three kernel P system models, and all
of them have been simulated into kP Lingua, using kPWorkbench. One such
kP model, translated into kP Lingua, can be found on GitHub [20], where the
results of some simulations are also provided.

Fig. 1: SN P system with dynamic structure from [2].

The first kP system model is a one-to-one mapping of the example from [2],
albeit, with minor adjustments to fit the formalism of kernel P systems. In this
model, links between compartments are dynamically created and destroyed.

Other two kP system models are optimised versions of the first one. One of
them includes links that are dynamically created and destroyed, and the other
one doesn’t.

An equivalent Event-B model has been created for each of these three kP sys-
tem models. Although Event-B has been prior used to model some kP systems,
it is the first time when kP systems are translated into Event-B.

For each Event-B model, given two general sets SYMBOLS and TY PES,
two invariants have been created:

– inv1: MULTISETS ⊆ TY PES × N× SYMBOLS × N;
– inv2: LINKS ⊆ TY PES × N.

Using the two invariants, one can model into Event-B any kP system in a
very natural way: each rule from the kP system is an event in the Event-B model,
and any guard from the kP system is an Event-B guard.

We have considered the first kP system mentioned above for proving several
properties, using the Pro-B model checker, based on the Event-B model:

1. Eventually, in the future, both neurons σ1 and σ3 will have a spike.

2. If neuron σ1 has two spikes, then eventually (F) in the future the neuron σ3

might have a spike.

The kPWorkbench framework has the integrated component of formal
model checking, using SPIN. All this is automated, as part of the overall func-
tionality of kPWorkbench. We have proved these properties:
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When neuron σ1 eventually spikes to neuron σ3, in the next step, neuron σ3 will contain one spike.

eventually N1.n3 = 1 implies (next N3.a = 1)

When neuron σA1 eventually spikes to neuron σ1, then neuron σ1 will eventually spikes to neuron σ3.

eventually NA1.a = 1 implies (eventually N1.n3 = 1 and (next N3.a = 1))

After receiving the initial spike, the environment will eventually receive the second spike.

eventually environment.a = 1 implies (eventually environment.a = 2)

Table 1: Model properties

3 Conclusions and Future Developments

The ongoing research on the topics of this note is looking at defining the method-
ology of mapping SN P systems with dynamic structure, namely SN P systems
with plasticity and neuron division, budding and dissolution, by considering dif-
ferent algorithms and specific cases and to adequately associate Event-B models,
comparing them with SPIN ones, in order to prove a broad palette of properties.
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